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SISTER KENNY OBJECTS 
W e h a v e received a letter from Sister Kenny concerning 
Med. Student Wylie Gibbons ' article, "The Kenny Treatment of 
PoliomyeHtis," puhlished in "Semper" of 3 /4 /51 . Mr. Gibbons 
has written a short conunenlary on the letter, and both a r e 
-published here . 
turned to Brisbane the next morn-
ing. Both parents were standing by 
the respirator. The boy was ap-
parently dangerously ill and sup-
posed to be dying. He was taken 
out of the respirator and treated 
under my supervision again. He re-
covered and the parents returned 
home. The same evening I was 
called again to his bedside. Upon 
my arrival, three doctors were 
standing around his bed and gave 
me the information that he must 
go baclt to Watllebrae to a respira-
tor. I asked permission to give 
treatment until the trolley arrived, 
with the assistance of two of my 
therapists. Upon the arrival of the 
trolley, the patient had recovered to 
such an extent that he, personally, 
refused to be retuimed to the re-
spirator. 
Shortly after that I went to 
America, and left him in the care of 
"Struan", 
Fairholme Street, 
The Range, 
Toowoomba. 
The Editor, Semper Floreat, 
.Dear Sir, 
My attention has been drawn to 
your journal dated April 3rd, 1951, 
^containing a contribution from 
Wylie D, Gibbons, entitled "The 
ICenny Treatment of Poliomyelitis". 
My association with this young 
gentleman was for two minutes, and 
I would like to respectfully draw 
your aitention to the fact that he 
has made a serious mistake In his 
presentation, 
Fiist of all. I was not called to 
jsee the patient. The husband of 
the patient rang me up and asked 
jne would I sec her, as she had been 
placed in an iron lung and he was 
.a little worried about the fact. This 
was the day before I saw licr and 
your correspondent states that she 
had been placed in the iron lungj 
,a quarter of an hour previous to 
.my seeing her. After my interview 
with her husband, my first proce-
dure was to arrange for him to get 
.in touch with Dr, Pye to obtain 
permission for me to see the patient. 
He then had to get in touch with 
ji:ie,i^gain and inform me that Dr. 
.Pye was quite willing that I should 
.see the patient the next day. Ho 
jstates that I approached the pati-
ent and asked for her to be re-
:moved from the apparatus, which 
i s not true. Before removing her 
from the apparatus, I asked her to 
inhale and coimt, which she did 
vei7 satisfactorily and proved to me 
that there was really no need for 
:her to be in the apparatus if a 
."Kenny therapist was in charge of 
the case, 
Yotxr correspondent agrees that 
patient counted up to 30-odd. In 
America, a patient who counts to 
.5 with full inhalation, is seldomu 
placed In a respirator and it is dur-
.ing full inhalation that the patient 
counts, "nils gentlemen went so far 
.•as to publish my advice concerning 
the treatment, which was not given 
:in hla presence, but was given per 
.meditmi of telephone, where I had 
«xplahied to the clerk who took _ , , 
down the instructions that it was my therapists. Two years later, on 
not the muscles of inhalation that ray return to Brisbane, I was vislt-
^e re so badly affected, but the ed by this patient who hiformed we 
:mu9cleB of exhalation. But upon he was doing some sort of war 
my observations, she could not ex-1 work 
Tiale satisfactorily.. 
If the writer wants to know the 
.results of the work of the Kenny 
therapists Jn patients in whom it is 
iiecesQary to plaOe in a respirator, 
;he colild get the history of Keith 
<Jomlsh from the Medical Superin-
tendent of the Brisbane General 
Hospitel. It will be remembered 
that this patient had been several 
weeks in a respirator and it was 
"the patient's desire that he should 
lae placed under my supervision. He 
-was moved out of the respirator and 
a Kehhy therapist treated him un-
der my Btipervislon for many days 
and an hnprovement was noticed 
"by Dr. .Johnson, Deputy Director of 
Medical Services. However, It was 
-necessary for me to visit a dlinic in 
Toovoowibe. and during my absence, 
no one would take the responsibility 
of this patient whilst out of the re-
ispbrator. He was replaced fn the 
TQspJrator. Ee grew gradually worse 
dmd his parents were called. I re-
I would also comment on the 
paragraph reading: 
"The 300 of us at Sister Kenny's 
address heard her remarkable 
clahns of success." 
Ae a matter of fact, I make no 
clalma of either success or failure, 
but I would respectfully draw the 
attention of your correspondent la 
the official bibliographical mfer-
ences prepared under the direction 
of The National Foundation for in-
fantile Paralysis, .Inc., edited by 
Morris Pishbeln, MX)., editor, Jour-
nal of the American Medical ABSO-
clatlon; compiled by Ludvlg Hek-
toen, MJD., chief editor, Archives of 
Pathology, and Ella M. Salmonaen, 
medical reference librarian, John 
Orerar Library, Chicago. He will 
notice that the Professor of Physl-
ml Medldne of the famous Mayo 
Clinic. Dr. P. Krusen, took two 
years to investigate my' work 
(whereas he, your correspondent, 
was with me for two minutes) and 
eventually stated that "full credit 
must be given her for presenting an 
entirely new concept of the symp-
toms a n d conditions presenting 
themselves in the disease, infantile 
paralysis, and a satisfactory treat-
ment for these conditions, which 
warrants the close atention of avery 
physician." 
Furthermore, you will see on 
pages 504 and 505, statements 
where it is agreed that an entirely 
new concept had been presented 
concerning the symptoms and con-
ditions presenting themselves in 
this disease and a satisfactory 
treatment evolved for this newer 
concept, which increased the per-
centage of recoveries by 66 per cent. 
These were outstanding members of 
the medical profession who made 
these statements, who had watched 
the work for many years, and others 
wiio had been associated with the 
'vork for eight years petitioned the 
Secretary of State to procure from 
Congress the Freedom of America, 
stating that there was much fur-
ther knowledge still unknown to the 
mtdical world that was of tremen-
dous value to the health and well-
being of the people of the United 
States, 
Your correspondent states he 
does not wish to be drawn into any 
controversial discussions on the 
matter as he is too busy learning 
about polio. It would be wisdom 
for this young gentleman to iearn 
from those who know. 
Your correspondent makes state-
ments of hearing certain remarks. 
The only remark that I heard be-
ing made during the two minuics 
was one fronr Dr. Pye. When ad-
dressing this gentleman he t-old him 
how fortunate he was to be pre-
sent whilst I was examining the 
patient. 
This and much more evidence 
could be produced, but as the mat-
er is going before the Government, 
this procedure is mmecessary. 
Yours faithfully, 
Sister Elizabeth Xenny. 
*P ^ *P 
GIBBONS UNMOVED 
46 Warburton St., 
North Ward, 
Towns VlUe, 
26th June. 1951 
The Editor, Semper Ploreat, 
Dear Sir, 
In reply to Sister Kenny's criti-
cism of the article I wrote on 3rd 
April, 1951, I have the following 
points to make:— 
(1) The purpose of my publica-
tion was to record, with scientific 
detachment, what I saw, with my 
own eyes, of Sister Kenny's treat-
ment. No conclusions were drawn. 
(2) As Sister Kenny pointed out, 
1 was extremely fortunate in wit-
nessing her management of the 
case. My plunge into print was 
made for the benefit of medical 
students who were not so fortu-
nate, 
(3) Sister Kenny's disctission of 
other cases and medical reports of 
her work are in'elevant to this dis-
cussion, 
(4) Had Sister ever been in the 
"iron lung" (as I have) she would 
lealise the absurdity of her remarks 
regarding counting in the appara-
tus. Sister Kenny must have for-
gotten the exact procedure she 
adopted, 
(51 I neither add nor subtract 
from my original publication of the 
observed facts, which are recorded 
in good faith despite Sister 
Kenny's remark.? to the contrai'y. 
Thanking you, 
Yoiu-s faithfully, 
Wylie D. Gibbons, 
Medicine VI. 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
After considerable and com-
plicated discussion, we have 
come to the irrevocable de-
cision that in future "Semper 
Flcreat" ceases to extend to 
the "Courier-Mail" the court-
esy of lending it used photo-
,;raphJc blocks. 
We are certain that the 
gentlemen who control the 
"Courier-Mail" know perfectly 
well why we have been com-
pelled (more in anger than in 
sorrow), to deny them this 
service. 
THE EDITORS, 
"Semper Floreat." 
MEN OUTNUMBERED 
Members of the Newman Society 
don't know what they missed when 
they did not attend the hike to 
Brookfield on Simday. 
The day itself was very fine and 
simply glorious for a walk, and did 
we enjoy ourselves! 
With a little bit of rounders, 
baseball and cricket for the ener-
getic—cards and a couple of murder 
stories for the weary—it certahily 
turned out to be an excellent paity.' 
Several went exploring, some went 
sight-seeing, others admired the 
rather tame horses. Surprisingly' 
enough there were more women. 
than men. So come on you malesi 
see that at the next hike we shall 
be a couple more instead of a' 
couple less than the women. 
The bus did not take the usual 
route and so we had several extra ^  
miles to walk. As far as I'm conr" 
cerned, a l l ! can, say ' is that t 
thorougTnly enjoyed myself and hope, 
to see more members of the club 
attending these small excursions. , 
MORBia. -, 
% Melto4 
'Brisbane's Best Bookstore" 
107 EUz&beth Street 
BRISBANE 
lUST ARRIVED 
EiBnwiok & Shnpson-lec —; 
The Economic Pattern, 18/-
Fitaspotrick — The Anstrallaft 
People, n88-l&4S,.- ., WO 
Latoufette - - A Short, HIatoiy. 
of the Far East . . . . . . 48/3. 
The Cambridge History oC the 
British Empbe. Vplume 11.; 
The Growth of tbe New Em-... 
pire, 1783-imo 85/6 
Arguments and Rastus Speaks 
^ ^ T unfit i_ T J t^:i._ i« +*rpst In his Tlnlver.slhv Wfllf of the 
Corpses . . . 
(By "WRANGLER") 
"You can't argue with a dead mem. 
You can't lift his head from the mud, 
y^lpe the mud irom his eyes 
And wrangle with him 
Over kings and empires, 
^roletcofans and popes.'" 
JOHN QUINN makes quite a point in these lines. One could add, 
however, that It is even more,diffi-
cult to conduct a really lively argu-
ment when "you" happen to-be as^  
dead as "your" .opponent. I think 
this Is closer to the realities of our 
position, atom bombs behig the in-' 
discriminate things they are. 
Of course it is only right that 
there should be argument. But do 
you know the parable of the Two 
Men, the Pire and the Keg of Gun-
powder? Tne two men are sitting 
on the keg, crying and counter-
crying, "You started the fire !"— 
"No, YOU didi" Meanwhile the fh'e, 
which never argues, creeps closer to 
the keg. 
The parable is so obvious that I 
would apologise for having invented 
it, were it not that it is no more 
obvious than the plain facts of the 
situation itself. The question to be 
proposed in this article—it is un-
doubtedly the most important ques-
tion on earth—is simply this: Can 
the two men agree on putting out 
the fire, even if on nothing else? 
The answer is an emphatic YES, 
This probably gives you the idea 
that this article is written to sell 
you something. You're quite right; 
it's selling the Petition for a Plve-
Power Peace Pact, The name is 
self-explanatory; a world-wide Peti-
tion for the five big Powers—Britain, 
China, USA, France and the Soviet 
Union—to meet and conclude a 
Pact of Peace. 
Let's get concrete. The two men 
on the keg are arguing about Com-
munism and C a p i t a l i s m and 
whether the UB,A. or the U.S.S,R. 
is the aggressor. It is pretty safe 
to assume that any peace measures 
proposed which depend on this 
argument being satisfactorily settled 
in the near future are simply crazy. 
The population of the world is split 
almoist neatly down the middle on 
the question of wlio is the aggres-
sor. There's no future for a peace 
campaign which envisages that the 
scales will fall from the eyes of half 
the people in the world, and that 
they ..will more or less suddenly re-
alise, that the threat of war actually 
comes from their own Communist/ 
Capitalist camp. (Strike out the ad-jective which does not apply.) . 
So? So any move for feeace must 
be of a' kliid that, people can agrpe 
to ,;make, regardless of their views 
on.'t|ie'cipiuses of the war danger, 
An,d..thePe?kce . Pact. petition fills 
t^s.bill. It adopts no standpoint 
whatsoever oh' tiie question of who 
is , the .WggriBSsor, .'which system is 
t)je'. iest, etc, 
.]E^9 t^;jculinber two, ^y.,«^bve lor 
peace;m\^t:,itje a.^ ijipve^Mbng ,.t^e 
wbi-^ d's peo;)le,, because -£he'.,gQverh-
rnei^ liaVe .failed. "Vyi^ at^ yer.y.dvir 
Bf^atlpn tor VHarry/Jofe (stride 
nothing more to be said for the 
peace Pact petition. There's reams 
more to be said for It,, there's a 
world to be said for it; but Semper 
has 'to print unimportant stiiff too. 
You'can think: of all the other as-, 
.'pects yourself. And when you're 
through thinking, start collecting-
signatures, that is. 
•This is the ..text of the petition— 
If you disagree with its wording, 
change it: 
To fulfil the hopes cherished by 
millions of people throughout the 
world, whatever may be their view 
of the causes that have brought 
about the danger of a world war. 
To strengthen peace and safe-
guard international security. 
we demand the conclusion of a 
pact of peace among the Five Great 
Powers: the United States of 
America, the Soviet Union, the 
Chinese People's Republic, Great 
Britain and Prance. 
We would consider a refusal to 
meet to conclude such a pact, by 
the Government of any of the Great 
Powers whichever it might be, as 
evidence of aggressive design on the 
part of the Government in question. 
We call upon all peace-loving 
nations to support the demand for 
this pact of peace, which should be 
open to all countries. 
We set our names to this appeal 
and we invite all men and women 
of goodwill, all organisations tiiat 
hope for peace, to add their names 
in Its support. 
T AST week I rode my bike lo 
St. Lucia io save enough 
money to go to ihe Revue. I 
think it was worth the hrouble 
so long OS you arrived late and 
missed the opening number— 
"lubUee". 
I iio not intend reviewing the 
show—that was done very well last 
week, but there are Just a few points 
to add. 
I liked the behlnd-the-scene 
efladency of Frank Barr-David and 
the otfners. Congratulations also to 
all those young usherettes and 
"sweet-girls"—I thhik they eamt 
their free look at the show. 
Congratulations to the co-ballet 
directors, I DO like to see this 
slippery, slithering dancing instead 
of that ridiculous leg-tossing busi-
ness {is that ballet? The "Ballet" 
should have its name changed to 
"AndiBfs Amblers," 
1 liked the quartet, but they over-
estlihated^the average students' in-
WORLD STUDENT RELIEF 
WORK 
A new W,U,S, hostel in Calcutta 
was recently opened by the Gover-
nor of West Bengal. It has 24 rooms 
and accomodates nearly 100 stu-
dents. The residents are mainly 
refugees from East Pakistan, who 
have been corning to Calcutta dur-
ing the commiinal disturbances and 
who are struggling to carry on 
their studies under most difficult 
conditions, 
A few places have been reserved 
for students from Orissa, Delhi, 
Punjab and Ultar Pradesh, in order 
to foster inter-provincial under-
standing. 
Every student is housed rent free, 
and food and other expenses are 
incurred on a co-operative basis. 
Photographs of these students will 
appear on the St. Lucia refectory 
walls. 
The refugee student population in 
Calc-utta without adequate shelter. 
Is estimated at 10.000. W.U.S. has 
plans for opening additional hos-
tels, but is at present prevented by 
lack of funds. This is where our 
help comes in. 
tere i  U i r ity. Ha
students are not even aware that a 
University Senate exists, let alone 
who the members are and how they 
got there. 
The skits were quite good, the 
rhyming of the lines constituting 
the main difference between th^ iem 
and those of an ordinary revue.. 
Perhaps tTne best skits were those 
which ridiculed the scene before 
e,g., "Two Sleepy People." However, 
was it necessary for one of the 
actresses to disport herself up and 
down the aisle at Interval? We ap-
preciated you on the stage to a 
certain degree, but please, please 
don't come down amongst .us 
groundlings seeking our admiration 
at interval. 
However, quite seriously, I en-joyed the show and am sorry the 
theatre was not packed as the com-
pany deserved a full house every 
night; but I expect it takes more 
than a revue to shake some of bin-
apataretlc self-centred Intelligensla 
out of their coma. 
Here's hoping that next year will 
see a bigger, more novel and letter 
supported revue, 
I believe there was a request for 
some popular tune oyer the air the 
other night by some equally popular 
principal of a Women's. College. 
The announcer was quite sure she 
must be dynamic (and a few other 
things too), and like most radio 
announcers spouted a lot of seduc-
tive preamble, before eventually 
playing the request. 
But if this certain principal is so 
dynamic, why can she not have a 
few of the lights so strategically 
placed (e,g., over the college gate) 
removed, and give other dynamic 
characters a fair chance when re-
turning her charges to sign the book 
after the dance. 
To what particular quality do 
those Medical and Physiotherapy 
females attribute theu* self-bestowed 
privilege of ascending to the head of 
the queue for dinner at the Med. 
School Refectory? I believe in the 
equality of the sexes—this dastardly 
practise should cease immediately. 
Bumour has it that a eeriain 
young revue singer has no men in 
hei< life, BABB-DAVID. 
- VIEWPOINTS ON FAT IMA -
Witch Doclorean Maniiesto 
Dear Sir, 
The "Witch Doctor" .wishes to in-
form- his critics that he .will.con-
tinue to criticise, ridicide or, other-
wise debunk all forma of unscien-
tific miracle-healing and,quackery 
which, irrespecUve of. the mbtlyes 
of the perpetrators,', ca,iise „slpk hut 
unfortunately ignorant people,' to 
endiu-e miich.^ peedless ,j5uflerlhg by 
forsaking proper .ihedlgal,treatment. 
At this particular stage in his 
career, the "Witch Doctor" consid-
ers anonymity the better part .of 
Vf^ lpur'.whcn incurring the ,Wj^ th o^f 
a powerful tribe. He al^o wishes to 
assure his ciSi^ cs that he has no 
intention ,.of attacking their reli-
glbn! as sv|ch. 
Yours, etc. 
tpe „war ,aa,pger jso ;[ar,,a"Q «pP^ e s 
nd.jlkelUioDd ,|l;hat they iylU,'unless 
tipe*;iorce bf ..l^ he,.T?J,orld's jpeo l^e .is. 
sw,vnig'lh?tt<' actjp,n.''y7e.,^piy cah: 
not ieaye.it ^ lely.,to j^egotl^tion,on 
a'g()^prnmeht ;iey(5l. The goypm-
mehts..are iumbling the ball, and it 
is an'ekplbsIVeball. 
/Sut .would.the ;Big Five Peace 
Ppct be anything but another top-
l^el arrangement, made to be 
broken?' Ye~s,74t Vfould;' Itld.:BC the 
result of the treniendbvis pressure 
of l5ie will of "hundreds of liiniiqhs 
of peoplei kxiii 'a' Pact:'-Mke^ that, 
backed by tne ooniBCloys,, expressed 
demand' of.the ,niMority\;bf the 
w6r^ d,',is hot a-Pact'ahy, goverri^eht 
wjn, break lightly. 
' Don't get the idea, bBj^ use this - , 
article stops here.' 'that "thertfa I the hospital chapel^ 
SWEET-REASONABLENESS 
In view of Maureen ^Harrington's 
admirable exposition of the theo-
logy , justifying, .the hoP*^ *"^  -^^** - ^ ° 
the statue .Of. Our Lady>of ;Pathna, 
1 .wovUd, lijce ,.to- draw your ..atten-
tion .to. deanpnatratlons w^ch oc-
curred, .durihg .its tour, of the Bris-
bane a^ rea. ..I.^ W9lUd;,^ )e,Jhappy.to 
see, t&se. ^ happeh^gs .eprolaihed, in 
the I^ght ,of .orthodox Catholic ..be-
lief. 
As an Impartial observer, I watch.-
cd the ceremony of the Blessing of 
^ e Sick in the Mater Hospital 
grounds, when, thou^nds of P^ (Mple 
paid .reyerepce, to ^);tje; statue.'Jn 
queptibn:V|i*y.Mtiftf ;?*i^ « ^ K.. ^ . 
^ l e to see tKe ehtlire proceedtagat 
It is, a fact t^at ^t the. .cpnclw l^on 
of th^ public cefMiony, whtih the 
s^tue was,.caprt^;;?ram-.^e opecU 
ally construbted^bpW^h?'wtar to, 
Pfl^e i l -SEKWra^ln^)^ July B. 1951 1»| 
(1) Men and women packed 20 
deep around the guard rail of 
the altar" and held out their 
rosaries tb a lay attendant. 
For several ndnutes he, touch-
ed handfUli of rosary beads to 
the spot on the' altar ,^ where 
the ^wooden base of. the statue 
had rested." . 
(2) People cTqwded alopg the 
short path by which the sta-
tue .w:as. .carried to ,iJ^ e pl^ ajiel. 
They iosUed. ,b.]pe ^ ahqtiiier' ahd 
rea<iied .Oyer , the iieads of 
those in front,'to . toufih the 
hasie of the statue wlth,.tjbeir 
fingers or theh* rosary .b^ads. 
(3) A woman lifted lipJa glrl^ iwtth 
a crippled arm:' aind 'pjp^ ssed 
the arm to the base of ;the 
statue. Another 'vromoh. urg-
ed her daughter to "try to 
touch the statue;,lt,will..malce 
.SbU^ cbi^hjhltter." 
I do'not 'suggest..(w,the "Wttch 
Doctor", did) that,;Catfeqlic osriests 
or the Church as a whole enqopr-
,age pftpple. .to. iielleve. ihat, .wiKodes 
.can be worked by .a„w.QQdfin, R t^He; 
;Mi53:^:garrtogton..has..mftdeJt..quite 
,clgk.thftt,Jbhe..C?ithpltP..ChvuFRhi.has 
"again and again „p.J?RRha(5i8,^ d,Ahat 
of itself ajstfitye ppsi5esse3.;ao x^ h--
,apwlft\ia pqwers." ;, 
I • do. suggj»t that she, has stated-
intelleCtuBl/grounds, for the,.v6herfe-i 
tion of .'stilWes i .by'' sln(ie]tB Xathor 
lies as/prototypes of Wgh^r.^ings; 
this wlthQUt':!maklhg alldw&hce'.lor 
thbs .^vjKo5e-b6net,-,is,fiDt Uo firmly 
based on rhtPll6ctUal. argument, and: 
;whose Sfoirahip ls.,bas«i..onrBn.,ihv.i: 
;perffect.itaidefstahding" pi. .the, tnitha 
'Mls*'Hfirnhgtoh::prapbUnds. • !; 
Miss HaicTiiigtbh as^rfcs, "ih'feffjBCt: 
.ttiiT^th '^hohoijirJiUcl'B^,'OathoUc^^ 
'to'the.'Wtfte Of^pr £ady .of/^at-' 
itnW.ls noi idblai^usi.' The.facts 
wRich.t have ataW'sti^Pst W 
idolatrous, even though the vest 
majority of Catholics are paying 
sincere tribute to the higher being 
of which the statue is only' a re-
minder. 
.Yours etc., 
James Byth, 
Arts H (Evenifig). 
'at i'leait 'Boine"'bf tlie libnoiir' is' 
Bongo, Bongo. Bongo . . . 
I Don't Wonna Leave the 
Congo 
D^ar ,Sh:, 
jis .i'hlef ..of the tribe to jghlqh 
y,our„corrcsRondent .VWitch I?oetjpr" 
helopgs,il .wlsh.,to.,apolQgise..ftn ^t» 
behalf ,;Jfor the, witch doctor's, ignor-
^nqe .a.nd ..intpiftr&nce-rlit:^wi^ ,.to 
expuae jthem'. Being ^continuously 
amptAatfid .wit^.his .stone idol,,.he 
fiftnnot, ,jand . )?ill pot,. undewtttiwl, 
hpw ojtbers,can.venerate Rome.bb-.. ject, RhQtogrtoh, ,or. ptattje, Jjftpapse 
it _Temihds;.thfim, .of, a jftr^on they 
Ipye. The fact..that..he, aconfesged 
PfigaLn,..^ Q\iid criticise ..the methods 
of worship of QhilatiWi .jlWbea,:!la 
indicative .Qf .^his narro??-mind<stt-
i^ess,.:and j)regumR.tlon. :jHj8 lefij^ed 
iise. pf ,.medl<iui .teems .is, .,.ut^ ;Qr$u:-
nate^y,„w.muQh ae,he kno^s,Jpf,the 
^RtWi idiseai^s,. and Wa igjbe fit 
"priests ;.r^hig in. JhQfeeJfil' .ip; sfO& |j,pj:n .qf jealousy, as,Ida crjupti*-^  
p l^p.tR^haye.Jtaiien im. sippe .Wd.Vbwre 
ai9,qQyerfid,J*a}i .his .hatred o j G ^ l n 
fprms, of j?eligion..,ftrij5e8 JrjMmljBie 
tmr, .that, they, p^hftPP. .Me fright, 
9nd.J;bftt jye..,;di§ftpYfirtng thls.^ wiU 
q^t jam,.qut.o{,^6.tiibe. .,tQ.,(«p-i 
cJUpiqn, I,Xfig;[Bt, hftViflg JiO ttftU l^Hl; 
J^^ ftt the ..witch dofttbr./.due ,tio tlS*.-
f^tRi^ ndQU9..efl(on.j.equlrfid to..wltltel 
^Hch.,a. Rlflce „pf, Fjsnse,; .ifl .fiunettfls 
frf lPuti^ effects pf ..a ,diB6ftse;.HB 
q^l,.a;,«>ar8fir. n^me, .hut:he„4n,Ws 
^q)arcihip, diarrhoea. 
YOliTfl, etc., 
RACIAL INTOLERANCE-
A National Disgrace 
The inhuman treatment oi aborigines is often brought to public attention through a» gen-
eralised article denouncing intolerance, discrimination, etc. This week we give some specific in-
stances of racialism at its worst—right here in Australia. 
'T'HERE used to be an aboriginal 
-*- settlement of 40 families at 
Moorooka, To-day one humpy re-
mains, the rest being burnt by City 
Council employees. 
Some of these blacks had been 
living at tlie camp for over six 
years. A few months ago the City 
Fathers decided that they were 
trespassers and ordered, them to 
leave—no alternative accommoda-
tion being offered. The blacks re-
mained simply because they had 
nowhere else to go. ~Six of the 
blacks appeared in court and were 
fined £1 with 6/- costs. Housing was 
then obtained for some of the fami-
lies at various housing settlements 
around Brisbane, but a number of 
the: natives still lived at Moorooka, 
as no housing was offered. 
Acting under directions from the 
City Comicil, four men, accom-
panied by two policemen, were sent 
to the camp, and burnt four of the 
shacks which have been families' 
homes for years. Personal property 
was disregarded— blankets, bed-
clothes, and food all being destroy-
ed. A coloured ex-serviceman 
Whose home was burnt, had served 
Australia in two world wars—two 
and a half years in World War I 
and five years in World War II, 
Food For Thought 
• Some years ago oil was poured 
into the water supply in attempt to 
make the blacks leave. 
O A white man livinir In a simi-
lar hut about a hundred yards away 
was left unmolested. Ills hut is 
Intact and looks like staying that 
way. 
• Church and missionary socie-
ties, besides urging the aborigines 
to attend services, never offered 
any assistance or voiced protest at 
their treatment. 
9 When the burnings occurred 
the "Truth" and "Courier-Mail" 
were contacted, yet both papers re-
fused to report the incident. Surely 
such a stoiy has ample news-value? 
About fom" years ago "Truth" ran 
a story about the settlement advo-
cating that the blacks should be 
dispersed. 
The Trades and Labor Council 
have now taken up the aborigines' 
case, and will find them accommo-
dation. 
Further Glaring Examples 
• At Moree, aboriginal school-
girls were sent to the local pool for 
swimming lessons. This activity 
was part of the school curriculum, 
Chained like dogs, these North-West Australian aborigines were held for 
months on suspicion of a crime. But all the efforts of the police failed 
to secure evidence on which to have 
released. 
One house containing two fami-
lies, remains, this being spared be-
cause the owner was in hospital 
eerloiisly ill at the time of the 
burnings. He has now returned and 
the occupants of the last humpy 
greatly fear further burnings. As yet 
these people have not been offered 
any other home—they have nowhere 
to. go and must have somewhere to 
live. 
On interviewing these natives one 
cannot fail to be impressed by their 
quiet and, dignified bearing, man-
ners and ft'Iendllhesg, The hut and 
eurroundings are clean dnd. tidy; 
sanitary arrangements are satisfac-
tory. 
', 
MED. BALL 
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Allan Kerr 
Convenor 
them tried, and finally they were 
but they were barred from the 
baths because of their colour. 
• At Cowi-a, the N,S,W. Govern-
ment authorised a builder to con-
struct dwellings for a number of 
aborigines. He was told by the town 
people that if he went on building 
for the "blacks" he could look for 
business elsewhere. 
• The action of a Government 
Department In exiling an aboriginal 
trade union leader (Fred Waters), 
who 'had protested against the bad 
living conditions and poor pay of 
his fellow unionists. 
The man had been sent a thou-
sand liilles awdy from his home and 
family to a hostile tribe whose 
language he did not speak and 
where his stay could only end in 
certain death, 
Capabiiilies iorid Survival of 
the Black Mcoi 
Instead of the earlier method of 
shooting and:poisonhig, new meth-
•qds of extermination: "have been de- ^  
rived'... :DlsruptIon Of - tribal society, 
Ruthless exploitation, sexual use; 
subjection to disease, and malnutri-
tion are quite cothmbn. 
There, is no adequa,te reason why 
this section of the community should 
not b^ given. the same, citizenship 
rights .as the rest of the community. 
"iThB chief Immediate need is free-
dom from control of petty officials, 
and full rights of employment at 
award rates and conditions. 
It is not too late to halt the ex-
termmation of the native race— 
t'ney can survive as a people, given 
the consideration and assistance 
which is their human right. Anthro-
pologists all agree that given the 
opportunity the blackman is equal 
to the white—an example of this 
being the well-known achievements 
of Harold Blair, i t seems that the 
aborigine of today is best appre-
ciated in fhe boxing ring, and after 
winning some applause from the 
white man, he inevitably finislies a 
"punch-drunk forgotten pug"—the 
classic example being Ron Richards. 
Our natives live In a dull, uncul-
tivated environment, where they 
cannot show their potentialities and 
capabilities, often subjected to con-
siderable persecution and intoler-
ance. 
Strenuous and progressive mea-
sures have to be taken to ensure 
their survival. 
More 
Malan 
on the 
Business 
Except for sensational headline 
stories in Western newspapers, de-
scribing the clashes between whites 
and "eoloureds" in the Union, little 
is known of the gradual anti-demo-
cratic trend which, bit by bit, is 
eating its way into South Africa, 
Coloui'-bar legislation, humilia-
tion laws and racial segregation 
which have caused consternation 
and disgust in every civilised coun-
try, have become routine in the 
Union, 
And now the South African Par-
liament has almost completed plans 
to remove over a million "eolour-
eds" from the electoral rolls. This 
has been made possible by a recent 
ruling of the Speaker of the House 
of Assembly that Parliament is 
legally entitled to amend the South 
Africa Act—by which the country 
is governed by a bare majority, 
notwithstanding a constitutional 
requirement that changes can only 
be made with a two-thirds majo-
rity, which Dr, Malan lacks. The 
ruling has been described as an 
abrupt reversal of constitutional 
practice, threatening the very basis 
of the political philosophy on which 
the British Commonwealth rests. 
Critics of the Malan Government 
have gone so far as to brand South 
Africa as the "Fascist Dominion", 
But South Afrit-a is not populated 
alone by Dr. Malan and his like. 
Tliere are also the Inheritors of the 
moderate policies of the late Field-
Marshal Jan C. Smuts, hundreds of 
thousands of first-generation Bri-
tons, thousands of Africkaners who 
have never supported Dr, Malan 
and continue to-day to refrain from 
giving him anything more but a 
bare parliamentary majority, 
A situation has been created in 
Africa in the relations between the 
white aiid black races which is a 
virtual gift to the Kremlhi. 
LETTER FROM 
THE EDITORS 
r 
Dear Busli Walkers, 
We, have received seven let-
ters, from you in the last two 
weeks. 
We like contributions, but 
we suspect you are trying to 
gum up the editorial works. 
Half a dozen hushwalklng let-
ters on. the letter page,would 
be.piiidejiiltjiilUm... '\.' 
Would, one of :you like to see 
us,and,teiil"us what'It's abou|i. 
It might be real controversy— 
In which case we would print~ 
'em all. Bilt ochierwlse, we are 
l'er>lbly hkrd-pressed for space. 
Youts, 
THE EDITORS. 
V. 
"Corve the Caries" 
Dear Sir, 
Why so discerning a person as 
Honourable Gentleman, the Editor, 
printed page 1 article in Semper 
27/6/51 is beyond reason? However, 
Semper '51 has been full of con-
troversy and there is no more con-
troversial subject than sugar as a 
cause of dental carles. 
Tills explains the action of the 
Editor, but what was the purpose 
of the writer. He starts with the 
curtness of the H, and H, Affairs 
Minister, then pat5 Edwards (ob-
viously his next door neig'hbour), on 
the back, mixes in a bit about sugar 
v. teeth and concludes with an 
aspersion of tlie sugar industry, 
I consider the stand taken by the 
Department of H. and H. Affairs to 
be quite justified. Dent Ws just 
aren't qualified. No one would think 
of sending Med VI's around the 
State to lecture on sex. Besides the 
success of lectures to children in 
dental decay is to be doubted. It 
would be better to lecture the 
parents than the children who only 
obey their parents, if anyone. 
Science is not sure of the exact 
cause of dental caries. Many 
theories have been brought forward 
but all have been disproved by 
glaring inconsistencies. For example 
negroes in the West Indies who 
habitually chew sugar cane have ex-
cellent teeth. 
The writer of the page 1 article 
asks "Have these men (cane grow-
ers), a research centre which pro-
duces scientific evidence to confirm 
their statements?" Yes. Tne most 
highly recognised sugar research 
bureau in the world is financed ex-
clusively by the sugar Industry of 
U.S,A. It is the "Sugar Research 
Foundation, Inc." Through appro-
priations to Dental Colleges this 
foundation finances most of the 
sugar V, teeth research in America 
today, 
Tlien at the end of his article the 
author writes a para of emotion 
about ruthless cane farmers plough-
ing the decayed teeth of Queens-
land youth into their bank accounts. 
Such a suggestion is ridiculous, be-
cause if the kids haven't got any 
teeth how are they going to masti-
cate the products of sugar. Good 
teeth mean good chewers. Anyway 
people always eat what they feel 
like eating, and no one can live 
witliout sugar. So if you don't want 
false teeth EAT MORE SUGAR, 
T.W.T. 
Answer 
Dear T,W,T,, 
Your article is highly emotion-
alised and smacks of distinct bias 
towards the sugar industry. You 
adopt a defeatist attitude towards 
health education, and show a com-
plete lack of understanding of child 
psychology—children take more ad-
vice from teachers than parents. 
You consider final year students 
unqualified, yet fail to justify the 
fact that school teachers are sup-
posed to lecture on oral hygiene-
do you consider them qualified? You 
completely neglect the fact that 
eminent medical and educational 
authorities approved the scheme. 
Dear Toothless Terror, 
Undoubtedly you are sufferhig 
from the effects of a sugar diet— 
hence your name. Your letter will 
be published next week as it needs 
a technical reply from a dental stu-
dent. 
""} 
COMMONWEALTH 
DENTAL SUPPLY 
COY. P t y . LTD. 
City Bldgs;;,Edward St;.' 
i^  .(0pp. iMthwcli's) .. . ' ..; 
i i iuiwG s;upt>tiKRs 6 r 
DENTAL STUDENTS' 
REQUIREMENTS 
Advice given on locations for 
Practice, Purchase of Practices^  
Locums> etc. 
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LIBERAL IDEALS 
(AIMS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND " * 
LIBERAL CLUB) 
There h a s long been the compelling need for a Liberal 
Club within this University—a club which vnil recdly under-
stand, p ropaga te and dissepiinate the doctrines of Liberalism. 
T AM not suggesting a body which 
becomes a part of either the 
Liberal Party or the Young Liberals, 
but a body which follows In general 
principle the Ideals of the Liberal 
Party, 
It must be made quite clear from 
the very inception of the Club that 
we \vill lean strongly towards t'he 
Liberal Party but we remain abso-
lutely and indisputably free to 
criticise each and every plank of 
tiie Liberal Party if we feel such 
criticism Is necessary. 
The Liberal Club will, however, 
stand as a bulwark against the 
forces of Socialism and Communism 
130th within and without the Uni-
versity. These bogus philosophies 
wlitch ar(. spreading through Aus-
tralia like a plague will find us a 
force to be reckoned wit'n. 1 put 
Socialism and Communism in the 
same category because as i see it 
they form respectively tlie right and 
loft leg of the commvmal trunk. Ad-
mittedly often enough the Socialist 
hates the Communist^-and often 
enough it is because he realises 
that the Communist is his own 
worst self. It is the same hatred 
which Dr. Jekyll had for Mr, Hyde 
and based upon the same relation-
sliip. It has been often stated that 
Socialism and Communism seek 
tlie same objective—the one by evo-
lution, the other by revolution. 
As well as countering these evils 
the Liberal Club must have a posi-
tive policy. We must understand 
w'nat Liberalism stands for. what it 
is and why it is. Liberalism derives 
its inspiration and seeks to base its 
policy on what Liberals believe to 
be the underlying unity of all classes 
of Australians—their ultimate iden-
tity of interest, their profund sim-
ilarity of outlook and the common 
dangers and difficulties they have 
shared in the past, and with which 
they are still faced and the necessity 
for unity as the true means for 
meeting t'iiem together. Tliis does 
not mean that Liberals are insen-
sitive to the differences and injus-
tices upon which the Socialists love 
to dwell. Those who censure current 
evils receive much applause but 
they don't offer a very constructive 
solution—this one and only panacea 
for all political and social and in-
dustrial evils is the "socialisation of 
the means of production, distribu-
tion and exchange." 
Liberals consider superficial an 
analysis of politics which treats dif-
ference as ultimate or as of the 
same importance as the unity of a 
nation, I'ne nation, not the so-
called class struggle, is tire base of 
Liberal political thought. We do not 
stand for revolution, we stand for 
Reform, 
Liberals place liberty at the head 
of all gifts bestowed by God upon 
man and that the love of Freedom 
is the highest attribute of the 
liuman mind. Liberalism is Uttle 
else than the logical and systematic 
development of those individual 
rights and especially of those indi-
vidual freedoms w'nich have always 
been dear to the Common Law and 
which have always found their 
natural home among British nations. 
Let it always be remembered, how-
ever, that liberty is not laissez faire 
pure and simple, nor is it Bentaha-
mism. No one except the most san-
guine visionaries and anarchists be-
ANNUAL ELECTIONS 
A S the Annual Elections are 
• ^ held from Tuesday, July 
24th to Thursday July 26th, the 
Special Elections Edition of 
"Semper" must be published 
the week before. 
All copy for the Elections 
Supplement of this issue must 
be in by Monday 16th, three 
days after nominations close. 
Separate to the submission of 
nominations to the Electoral 
Officer, each candidate must 
send in the followin.?- to "Sem-
per"{ 
1 Name. 
2 Position for which he 
is standing. 
(she) 
Nominators, Names and any 
public positions, 
One paragraph by either 
candidate or nominators, of 
Information helpful to guid-
ing or influencing voters. 
Past history, present glories, 
future... promises, are sug-
gested. 
For candidates for Presi-
dents, Hon. Secy., Vice-Pre-
sidents only, photograph 
(any size), head only pre-
ferred; bathing suits barred. 
lleveln absolute freedom. Liberty 
and license are opposites. 
Liberalism is the belief in the 
value of man. To the Liberal mind 
a human being is so hig'h above all 
other forms ol life that differences 
between one person or class and an-
other become trivial and insignifi-
cant. Liberalism stands for the 
Pour Liberties:—Personal liberty— 
the exemption of the individual 
from control in matters which do 
not .^ 0 plainly affect the welfare of 
the whole community as to render 
control necessary. 
Religious Liberty—the free expres-
sion Of religious opinions and free-
dom to worship as those opinions 
dictate. 
Industrial Liberty — freedom of 
movement throug'hout the world of 
employment and the participation 
of wage earners and the salaried in 
the determination of their remun-
eration and working conditions. 
Political Liberty—the uncontrolled 
expression, within the law, of 
opinions on matters of public inter-
est, the unrestricted exercise of the 
franchise and active participation of 
the citizens in the government of 
the community. 
On these principles the Liberal 
Club will stand. 
lARCHITECTURAL STUDENTS' IDISPLAYJ 
rrOGETHEE with the Architec-
•*- tural Students' Exhibition, 
visitors will see a display of 
group work done by students of 
the Architectural Association 
School, London, which is at pre-
sent touring Australian architec-
tural schools under the auspices 
of the Architecture Students' 
Bureau of N,U.A,U,S,, of which 
the Q.A.S,A, is a constituent 
member. This display is fully 
annotated and attractively pre-
sented, and provides an inter-
esting comparison with work 
done in this school. 
Prize-winning and other eom-
The Queens land Architectural Students ' Association i 
extends a cordial invitation to students a n d staff to visit | 
the 1951 ExhibiUon of Design Work b y students of the | 
Faculty of Architecture, on Wednesday , l l t h July, m the | 
Architectural Department, first floor, "New Library Build- [ 
mg", George Street, This exhibition vwll comprise part of | 
the Science and Engineering Display under the auspices of i 
the S.S.A., E.U.S., QJI .S.A. a n d the U.Q.D.A. * 
m e n d a b l e entries in the 
QJi.S.A.'s 1951 Art Competition 
will also be on display at this 
year's exhibition, showing the 
excellent standard and wide 
variety of work being done in 
this field by the members of this 
Association, 
We remind you that this very 
comprehensive first-class dis-
play will be on view FREE for 
one day only—Wednesday, l l th 
July, and we cordially invite 
you to visit it, 
Geoffrey W. Festorius, 
Hon. Secretary, QJi.S.A. 
NATIONAL ARTS MAGAZINE 
The projected National Arts Maga-
zine is now well under way. The 
Editor has been chosen In Sydney, 
headquarters of the Arts Faculty 
Bureau for 1951, and State Sub-
Editors have been appointed in the 
other interested States, ' 
The Editor is Miss Reba Guins-
berg, an ex-Editor of "Hermes," 
magazine of the Sydney University, 
and an Honours B.A. in English. 
The type of contributions is not 
restricted in any way—prose, poetry, 
memoirs, reviews, and discussions on 
any subject are all welcome, as are 
art works of any description. 
Contributions will be most readily 
accepted by the State Sub-Editor, 
Sybil Francis, Arts III, phone 
M2127. 
Preserve the Memory of 
VARSITY DAYS 
with a Portrait. 
Roy Cooper Studios 
101 Adelaide Street, Brisbane. 
FOB ADVICE OB SERVICE ON 
UFE ASSURANCE 
Consult 
KENNETH A. LEMON. BJl. 
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AM:P, SOQETY 
Telephones: B6408 
B6409 
BOX1404E. 
O.P.O. 
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ENGINEERS' BARN DANCE 
The engineering undergraduates 
have claimed an assortment of at-
tributes in the past, and while some 
of these may be questionable in 
the light of achievement, they do 
certainly show that engineers are 
very truly a living limb of the Uni-
versity and can produce results 
when they set their minds to it. 
Well, there is an event coming up 
shortly, namely the E.U.S. Barn 
Dance, and let me assure you that 
many humble minds are focussed 
on this event. If this is any cri-
terion, then this E.U.S, Barn Dance 
should be something worth noting 
and telling your friends about. 
Take Saturday night, 7th July, 
and set it up around Victoria Park 
Refectory. Porget about the stars 
and the temperattire on the grass, 
E.U.S, welcomes you to step across 
the threshold into a night filled 
with fun and dance. 
Roll up in check shirts, c'oloured 
neckchiefs, straw hats, etc. Re-
member, there will be an excellent 
prize for the most appropriately 
dressed he and she. 
An added feature Is the low price. 
Contrary to all other advertise-
ments, the official prices will be:— 
Gents (shigle), 2/6; Ladles (single), 
2/-; Double Tickets, 4/-. 
Tickets for doubles are now avail-
able from G. Newman, Eng. IV., 
n2439; V, J. McSweeney, Eng. m . , 
MU2454;* J. O'Shea, E n g . . m ; K. 
Tlbbets. Eng. I I ; A. Doig, Eng. I.. 
J42&2. .V .,„..,.. ,• .- ^ ' 
Dance time, 8 pan. to 11.30 p.m., 
Saturday, 7th July, at Vic. Park Re-
fectory. Note It now and tell your 
friends. 
C. J. Valmadre, Eng. XV, 
Convenor. 
The Outside 
World 
A Survey of Extaa-Cloisteral 
Activities of Major Importance^ 
GEM OF THE WEEK: Alderman 
Roberts, one of our favourite Civic 
Daddies, came out with this the 
other day: "The Chandler adminis-
tration . . . is the only city to belp^ 
keep the housewife free from In-
creased fares, and also the only • 
one to liberalise children's and uni--
versity students' fares." 
We certainly don't lose any time 
indulging in a bit of scif-back-
patting, do we? Anyway, one lias a. 
fleeting suspicion that Aid. Roberts 
is either a liar or has been misin-
formed. 
* * * 
Prom our Par Western correspon-
dent we leam that Camooweal City' 
Council has shelved plans to start 
a university cut there. He com-
ments: "What has happened at St. 
Lucia appears lo have convinced 
councillors that rural universities 
are impracticable," 
* * * 
SAD STOREY : Our revered Vice. 
Chancellor has stated that work has 
practically come to a stop on the 
buiJdJng^  of the St. Lucia University. 
(\Vc wore under the impression that 
this was the case more than a year 
ago). The reason given is that 
maltriaLs are being diverted to 
armaments production. It is be-
lieved, however, that work will be 
begun on the Great Hall in about 
twenty years' time. Rome wasn't 
built in .a day, you know! 
* • • 
Perhaps it's mikind to mention it, 
but one can't help being struck by 
the extraordinarily large number ol 
letters written by officials of the-
Total Abstinence Union to the daily 
papers. On the whole the T,A.U.. 
must do very Weil, since its none-
too-paltry income is exempt from", 
tax, and it gets an incredible 
amount of publicity for so small a 
body. The "Courier" in particular, 
seems to delight in printing num-^ 
erous letters from TA.TJ. officials,, 
all expressing the same Sentiments-
—and this, despite the newsprint 
shortage. So far, "Semper" hasn't 
received any such letters, but-
should any be forthcoming they can-
be assured of a sympathetic recep-
tion. 
* * * 
The Wren Press Reports: Mr. 
Kent Hughes was hissed and booed 
at Melbourne Unl, for describing 
Formosa as the "appeasement 
cheese dangled in front of the Chi ' 
nese Commtmist rodents" , . . ^ 
Prank Hardy was hissed and cheer-' 
ed at Melbourne Uni. for being" 
Frank Hardy . . , A group of Syd-
ney Unl, students staged a practice 
gallop down the straight at Rand--
wick racecourse; the law was not-
amused and asked them to leave. 
It- * « 
We're wondering what's wrong 
with the "Courier" these days.. 
Can't they find their own stories? 
The latest story they've, stolen from-
"Semper" is the one about the den-
tal students, which provoked glar-
ing headlines in an obscm-e part of 
page 6 . . . Don't take it to heart, 
Mr. Bray; we dont mind helping-
you out when you're stuck for a 
story. 
* * * 
QUERY: Is it altogether seemiy 
that the rear of Roma St. Foiled 
Station should b« cluttered up wltlt 
beer-kegs? 
NEWMAN SOCIETY 
One Day Retreat — Lourdes HIU. 
Convent — Sunday. 8th July. 
MICROSCOPES 
by 
Watson, London , ; 
• AVAniiABLE IMMEDIATELY 
Special terxns to Students 
Watson Hotu«> 453 Ann St» 
Brisbane B1616-7, B626S J 
ELIOT DEFENDED 
For most who know Mr. Eliot's poetry, I think a defence is unneceaBCEry. But I feel the two mcqor criticisms n e e d some 
answer , particularly a s the second is a vital principle in al l criticism of all poetry. 
T CERTAINLY agree with thCj 
-•• writer of the "Ellotan Charivari" 
that much rather ridiculous adula-
tion has been given to the poet-— 
he has been the victim of literary 
fashion, an unfortmiate oflspring 
of most artistic distinction. The 
writer's criticisms of certain tech-
nical features are soundly ba.sed; 
and Eliot can—despite his sense of 
the tradition of literature—commit 
such defections of taste as too often 
drop from the sublime to bathos. 
It is a clever trick, but art is not 
made of tricks. 
The first vital criticism of Eliot's 
poetry is "that it lacks emotional 
vitality", I wholly deny this. Con-
sider only "Ash Wednesday", the 
best choruses from "The Rock", 
the "Four Quartets", The poetry is 
charged with passion of intense 
personal belief and experience. In 
the English tongue, only Yeats has 
eualled this passion in our time; 
and certainly not, except rarely, the 
poets angry about Spain. It is 
hard to show this passion save in 
the whole poem, but these few lines 
from "The Dry Salvages" catch 
something out of it:— 
"For most of us, this is the aim 
Never here to be realised; 
Who are only mi defeated 
Because we have gone on trying; 
We, content at last 
If our temporal reversion nourish 
(Not too far from the Yew-tree) 
The life of significant soil," 
There is something altogether 
outstanding in such a proud yet 
humble spirit as here shown, Eliot 
has always been able to catch ihe 
melancholy of life, the "lachrymal 
serum" in his poetry. You can see 
it in "Prufrock". No other English 
poet to my mind has ever rivalled 
this gift, 
"Ash on an old man',s sleeve 
Is all the ash burnt roses leave. 
Dust in the air suspended 
Marks the place where a story 
ended. 
Dust unbreathed was a house— 
The wail, the wainscott and the 
mouse. 
The death of hope and despair, 
iTiis is the death of air." 
—("Little Gidding"), 
The writer complains that Eliot's 
poetry is intellectual. Well, so is 
the "de Rerum Naturae", and when 
fused with intense passion is no less 
poetry. Dante fould be termed in-
tellectual in these terms. He goes 
on to speak of "negative (i.e., ener-
vating) emotion", I am not quite 
sure I know what this means, but 
a reference to "positive enthusiasm 
or gusto" would seem to imply it 
means a lack of animal spirits. If 
it means this, the charge is grant-
ed. But I very much doubt if 
"positive enthusiasm or gusto" is a 
distinguishing mark of great liter-
ature, though c«:tainly not unwel-
come when it appears. "The Aga-
memnom" could hardly be said to 
be permeated with gusto, while the 
following piece has j u s t that 
quality:— 
"She touches my cheek and I 
quiver—• 
1 tremble with exquisite pains; 
She sighs—like an overcharged 
river 
My blood rushes on through my 
veins!" 
Space forbids the rest, but so Ella 
Wheeler Wilcox on "Delilah". Emo-
tion in Mr. Eliot is refined and sen-
sitive, but Intense, which are better 
qualities than bubbling emotion-
alism imrestrained, 1 should like 
to know what is "basically decad-
ent" about the poet's "feeling" 'and 
"negative emotion". 
As regards the second criticism, 
"that its plillosophlcal basis Is nar-
row", the vyritor is on surer grotmd. 
Mr. Eliot's philosophy is for most 
of ua constricted and I, person-
ally, prefer an ethic duly recognls-
ihg the sensual and social elements 
In man. But It' certainly can be; 
and has beondetiled that a phllo--
Bophy such as Mr, Eliot's .I9 tod 
narrow. 
Ptmdamentally, however, h i s 
poetry mtist be considered as 
poetry, and not as a treatise on 
social reform or anything else. The 
basic judgment should not be one 
of holding it up as an example of 
right thinking, or linockhig it down 
as an example of wrong thinking. 
Judged first of all in poetic terms 
Eliot's poetry Is a disttogulshed suc-
cess; undeniably he has more than 
adequately translated his idea of 
life into poetry. 
I would say that T, S, Eliot has 
a matwe view of life, facing and 
meeting it adequately on his own 
account, I do not deny our duty 
to our neighbour, but we must first 
seek our own .salvation (I need not 
be interpreted in terms of religion). 
It is a much more mature view than 
the censual view so beautifully ex-
pressed by Fitzgerald in his poem, 
say; yet, both views are lacking in 
completeness when compared with 
Shakespeare, Chaucer, Dante or 
Goethe, Eliot, then, is a very fine 
poet, but not one of the masters, 
for he Ignores many of "the great 
terrors and desires and beauties". 
Speculation on his fitness for im 
mortality is rather idle, but what 
Salnte-Beuve said of a classic may 
be recalled;— 
"A true classic . . . is an author 
who has enriched the human 
mind, increased its treasure, and 
caused it to advance a step; who 
has discovered some moral and 
not equivocal truth, or revealed 
some eternal passion in that heart 
where all seemed known and dis-
covered; who has expressed his 
thought, oliservation, or inven-
tion, in no matter what form, only 
provided it be broad and great, 
refined and sonsible, sane and 
beautiful in itBelf; who has 
spoken to all in his own peculiar 
style, a style v.'hich is found also 
to be that of the whole world, a 
style new without neologism, new 
and old, easily contemporary with 
ail time," 
In conclusion, we cannot blame 
Eliot for what imitative poetasters 
have done, any more than wo can 
blame Shakespeare for the insip-
idity of much poetical tragedy since 
his time. 
Poidcvin. 
"catch the melancholy of life". The 
theme of "Four Quartets"—self-
pity translated into a general pity 
relieved only by the hope of some 
remote fruition in another life—has 
been the most notable trait of the 
romanticism that has eaten like a 
cancer Into the creative impulses of 
English poets. (Eliot, of com-se, ad-
mits this, V, "Tradition and the In-
dividual Talent"). 
Mr, Poldevln has the advantage 
of me in having read Lucretius, 
Dante and Goethe, However, it is 
obvious that he has not read Her-
bert Read. 
I think I made abundantly clear 
what I meant by negative emotion. 
Translated into intellectual terms it 
would be embraced under the gen-
eral heading of "stoicism", Mr, 
Poidevin's next three arguments 
seem to be based on deliberate mis-
interpretation of what I wrote;— 
(1) Positive enthusiasm and gusto 
do not imply "animal spirits": there 
is such a thing as intellectual en-
thusiasm. Mr, P, might have ques-
tioned my use of the word "grosser", 
which I intended to cover just 
about all personal relationships 
apart from the purely intellectual, 
(21 I did not suggest that gusto 
was the sole component of great 
literature, 
(3) I made it clear that to my 
mind (and of course, I may be 
u'roiig) the type of personal salva-
tion envisaged by Eliot amounts to 
an admission of defeat. 
Thereafter I agree with Messrs. 
Poidevin and Sainte-Beuve. But I 
must pohit out that I admitted the 
value of Eliot's poetry qua poetry. 
I don't doubt that one may appre-
ciate a poem even if one disagrees 
witli what it says. I merely at-
tempted to draw attention to its 
limitations, because I don't think 
enough attention has been drawn to 
them, and because there is some-
thing disturbing In the rapidly de-
veloping new tradition of defeatist 
poetry, of which the most noted ex-
ponents are Yeats and Eliot. 
I think perhaps Mr. P. likes his 
poetry to sympathise with him and 
comfort him by presenting him with 
dramatised images of his own 
momentsj of weakness and depres-
sion. This is not the mark of a 
vital literature. 
Comments on Mr, P,'s "observa-
tions and questions":— 
(1) The first observation is ques-
tionable, the second obvious. 
(2) (a) See Oxford English Dic-
tionary, Meaning (i); (b) Yes. See 
Read; (c) Haven't read either St, 
John of the Cross or St. Teresa, If 
you had said Blake I would have dis-
agreed with you, 
<3) We are not all poets; most of 
us don't want to be; the moral 
sense is part of the personality— 
Read doesn't suggest it should be 
squashed. 
(4) I take it Mr, P. is being face-
tious. Anyway, where does he get 
the idea that the terms "accepting 
social obligation" and "being a so-
cial reformer" are synonymous? The 
point is that Eliot not only neglects 
social obligation, he rejects it (v. 
my quotation), 
<5) Most of us like security. We 
have no desire to follow Blake's ad-
vice just as we have no desire to 
be poets. To my mind, despite my 
statement in 2 (c), Blake was pos-
sibly a great poet and certainly a 
"significant" one—all genuine poe-
try is significant. 
"(6) Every justification. But I think 
we shall have to agree to disagree 
here. P-E.l 
-B. 
ob-
the 
Appended are a number of 
servations and questions on 
text of the article. 
(1) Eliot, as a critic, is good, but 
is a much better poet. He has 
made quite a few observations on 
poetry which happily he has not— 
perhaps not able to—carried into 
practice himself. 
(2) Eliot is not a mystic. Is the 
mystic the possessor of a "sharply 
restricted personality"? If so, the 
poetry of St. John of the Cross and' 
St. Teresa seemed to have suffered 
little. 
(3) Psychologically and socially 
the development of the moral part 
of personality or character is Very 
important, but I doubt if It ever 
came wholly in Mr, Read's method. 
I shudder puritanically at the 
thought of everyone letting thek 
personalities run wild in the search 
for complete "development". This 
development would be incomplete 
without moral development besidee. 
(4) Has Mr. Eliot rejected social 
obligation? Has the general run 
of poets such qualities as fit them 
as social reformers? 
(5) How soon would chaos follow 
If we all followed the advice of 
Blake—not a very great or signifi-
cant poet? 
(6) What Justification is there 
for calling Mr. Eliot's problems 
"metaphysical Insipidities"? 
—B.L.P. 
THE JUBILEE 
CONCERT 
It is not often that we hove the chance to hea r Beethoven's 
Second Symphony in D; it h a s been eclipsed b y its more bril-
liant successors. And yet this is a work quite -worthy 0! atten-
tion, (Hid one (hat provides the careful conductor with good 
solid material . Alceo Gcdliera, w h o Has m a d e the Cinderella 
symphonies of Beethoven his ovwi care , m a d e a good job of 
this on the whole. But he failed to give complete soiisfaclion. 
'THE first and fourth movements 1 cast a spell upon her audience, and 
(Mr, Poidevin is entitled to dis-
agree with me on the matter of the 
emotional vitality of Eliot's poetry 
if he wishes to. As I explained in 
my article It is largely a matter of 
temperament. However, I feel that 
hla first two quotations do singu-
larly little to prove his point. *Ihe 
first: is very close to a rejection of 
life: it says hi effect that the pur-
pose of life Is death. The second la 
an excellent example of the exag-
gerated sterility with which Bllot 
pictures nearly all life and living 
things. 
Unlike Mr. Poidevin, I consider 
timt the English tongue has been 
singularly rich to poets who could 
were, I admit, superb, especially 
the brilliant codas where Beethoven 
has afforded the conductor scope 
for display. But this symphony de-
pends for its true beauty on more 
subtle details, and Mr. GaUiera did 
not make these fully apparent. The 
opening was thoughtful and preg-
nant; and the conductor's objec-
tivity saved the lucious Larghetto 
from cloying: but the thhrd move-
ment, Beethoven's first Scherzo, was 
weak—hurried, blurred and uninter-
esting. This Is a most difficult move-
ment and with its rapid tempo and 
sudden changes from forte to piano, 
a good place to judge the conductor. 
Here Mr. Galllera did not make a 
good showing—and he actually 
spoiled what might have been a 
great perfromance. I gained the im-
pression of being overwhelmed with 
rhetoric without being made fully 
conscious of the more subtle deli-
cacies. 
But If Mr. Galllera did not give 
complete satisfaction, the soloist 
Marjorle Lawrence did. In the Nar-
ration from the 1st Act of Wagner's 
"Tristan und Isolde" she found her 
own special meat. It was more than 
a concert performance. Miss Law-
rence's ifine characterisation and 
the atmosphere of Galllera's sup-
,port made it a complete episode 
irom the drama—in which all that 
!had gone before and all that was 
to come after was clearly Implicit. 
Miss liawrence was in-perfect .voice; 
and the ir.tenslty of her interpreta-
tion deserved the highest praise. 
Isolde in a most complex character, 
and this scene with its long narra-
tion needs a strong personality and 
a powerful voice to make it vital. 
Miss liawrence did just that. She 
transported them bodily to that 
ship-scene where Isolde tells of her 
love while Tristan waits tense in 
fne background. It was a memorable 
experience. 
The same, however, camrot be 
said of her second item, the Letter 
Scene from Tschaikowsky's "E^igen 
Onegin." The music itself is of 
course inferior; and Miss Lawrence 
seemed unable to get into the char-
acter, with the result that her tech-
nical imperfections were much more 
apparent than hi the Wagner; a 
tendency to hurry tSie lower resita-
tive notes, and an hiability to hit 
the upper notes clearly in the 
middle. The total effect was ragged 
and blurred, and after the glorious 
unity of tlie V-'agner, very disap-
pointing. 
One of the most delightful things 
of the evening was Mr. Galliera's 
reading of Respighi's humorous 
little work, "The Birds"—. A trans-
cription of some seventeenth century 
pieces into a suite of five move-
ments—Prelude, the Dove, the Hen, 
t5ie Nightingale and the Cuckoo. 
This calls for careful treatment to 
make the gracefulness of the orig-
inal shine throughout the brilliance 
of the modern orchestration. Mr. 
GaUiera was very successful here. 
His performance was crisp, vital, 
and full of gentle humour—a warm-
ing finale to this fourth Jubilee 
Concert. 
"PLORESTAN." 
I.R,C. 
LUNCH HOUR TALK 
Jnly 16th, 1.10 p.m. 
GJP. HAIili, ST. LUCIA. 
Miss Gloria Foley will speak on 
"Life Behind the Iron Cartaln" 
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RADICAL REVIEW 
REPORT ON RADICAL CLUB CONFERENCE, 19lh MAY, 1951 
A radical programme should stand for progress and reform. 
The members of the club unanimously yote^ the following 
issues as essentials in this year's programme. They cortstitute 
cdnxs, some or oU of which ore held in common by the mojority 
of students at this University. 
(1) Preservation of World Peace : 
We believe that a third world war 
can be avoided, and that Capitalism 
and Socialism must co-operate 
peaceably If the human race Is to 
siirvive. What can we do help to 
maintain peace? 
1 We must find ways and means 
of co-operating with others inter-
ested in world peace. 
2 We must oppose the War Drive 
and Oppose Conscription. 
This has been the main theme in 
the issues of "Partisan" this year. 
The countries of the world must co-
operate in an International reduc-
tion of armaments, students can 
play t;heir part in opposing the war 
drive by organising a referendum 
within the Queensland University 
on the question of Conscription, as 
has been done in Melbourne Uni-
versity, This will be our objective 
this year. 
The youth of Australia have a 
right to express its attitude towards 
Conscription in a National Referen-
dum. 
We may estimate the possible re-
sult of such a referendum from 
the great alacrity and eagerness 
with which the 18-year-olds 
throughout Australia obeyed the 
order to enlist'. 
(2) We shall continue the cam-
paign for the reduction of University 
fees and bus fares. In every issue 
of the "Partisan" this year we have 
laid emphasis upon the effect of war 
preparations on the cost of educa-
tion. The expenditure of immense 
sums Of money on war preparations 
is dangerously increasing inflation. 
It has already meant t'hat University 
fees have been doubled owing to in-
sufficient money from the Federal 
Government. It means that most 
students pay out over 12/- a week 
for bus fares. 
High fees, high bus fares, and in-
creasingly expensive books mean, in 
short, that the number of students 
who can attend the University is 
decreasing even while the number of 
students matriculating is increasing. 
(3) We join with the great ma-jority of students in urging fne 
election of a student representative 
to the University Senate. 
These are the objectives which the 
Radical club will strive to further 
through the columns of "Semper 
Floreat," through the issue of "Par-
tisan," through inviting outside 
speakers to address the students, 
and throug'h organised debates with 
any students or organisations who 
wish to argue out any of our 
policies. 
The Radical Club hopes by joining 
its efforts to those of other student 
bodies, to help relieve to some ex-
ten ;^ the heavy financial burden 
which is gradually thinning out the 
ranks of students, and, above all, to 
advaiice in every possible way the 
universal cause of PEACE, 
We invite any student who shares 
with lis these objectives to come 
aloiig to one of our meetings, which 
are held at 7,30 p,m. every second 
Monday, at the Reading Room, 
George Street. 
You may share our aims, and.yet 
diffei: from, us in your conception 
of the means to their fulfilment. 
ilhe Browne & 
Go. Pty. Ltd. 
235 B>WARp STREET 
' OVcr'Rowe's Cafe / 
. — 1 . 1 • ' < • ' - i . ' - ' ' • 
We have no afllliations in any way 
with any political party, We wish 
to hear your ideas. We need the 
support of every progressive and 
peace-loving student at this Uni-
versity, 
Smtpm Sttmeat 
* • * 
(SludiBht Newspaper of the University of Queensland) 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Mountains and Mahomets 
Dear Sir, 
Two letters appeared in "Semper", 
June 27, in which reference was 
made to the Bushwalking Club. 
It was stated that the said club's 
primary object was "to foster bush-
walking in the University", This is 
indeed so, and it is to be sincerely 
hoped this particular view will be 
held foremost in future years, and 
that the club will not develop into 
a picnickers' social club, 
Concerning-s mountaineering. On 
ail club trips to date this year, 
mountaineering has held a secon-
dary place. When mountaineering 
(more strictly rock-cUmbing) has 
been indulged In by the few odd 
fools, it has been on a private, re-
stricted basis. There has always 
been a contemptuous walk for non-
"mountalneers". Also, It has been 
attempted, on all walking trips, to 
try to provide an alternative trip 
when even a little scrambling was 
involved; on one occasion this was 
not done, namely at Turtle Rock, 
Numinbah—for this we plead for-
giveness. But the statement that 
the club was degenerating into "a 
momitaineering club for geologists" 
(that tiny collection of quiet, inno-
cent amateurs) is too inaccurate to 
be taken seriously. 
One would feel that members had 
been craving for day walks! Seven 
attended the last day walk. And 
lastly, regarding our organisation: 
If it is inefficient, then perhaps the 
next committee will not be (the 
new committee to be elected on 
August 1st); let us see. In defence, 
we had always kidded ourselves, 
and interested members in general, 
that we knew what our intended 
destination was; as for the "track-
less" intervening country — who 
knew? 
As for the "unfailing chivalry" 
shown by the males—the racing 
ahead and subsequent greeting. 
Surely this is an attempt to ad-
mire the feminine of the species as 
it approaches! Too much attention 
must be assigned to the mechanics 
of walking while hi motion oneself, 
to give much time for study along 
these lines. Girls, you should feel 
honoured! Maybe the fellers are just trying to run awiay. Wot yer 
reckon? 
J. Stephenson, Hon. Sec. 
UiQ. Bushwalking Club. 
have the issue clarified in public 
disputation, tne place and time at 
her convenience. 
Yours, etc., 
D. MAODONAGH. 
Sir, 
I find Mr, MacD's first sentence 
unintelligible. Then, I am a staunch 
subjectionist, which invalidates the 
second, T'ne third and fourth are 
impertinent and false. 
I am no soap-box orator. Tlie 
matter is closed.—GRISHKIN, 
"Flashlight" Supported 
Dear Sir, 
1 thought "Flashlight's" sugges-
tion of two weeks ago re the Eng-
lish course very interesting, 
In this so-called modern age, why 
can't a complete study of modern 
literature, preferably Australian, be 
substituted for the present course? 
Yours, etc., 
"MIOAWBER." 
Special attention to: 
D£NTAL STUDENTS 
REgtyREMENTS 
POLICE NOTICE 
Sir, 
Last week dangerous inter-
state criminals attempted to 
milk petrol tanks from cars 
parked at the rear of Union 
College (Brisbane Telegraph, 
25th June). 
This foul plot was nipped in 
the bud by the well-known 
sociaUte and golf club identity, 
S, Prasser, Esq, 
Displaying u n p a r a l l e l e d 
heroism, dauntless courage, he 
immediately crawled under his 
bed giving the alarm in a high 
falsetto voice. Bow-street run-
ners were quickly on the scene, 
arresting two of the criminals. 
Students have shown their 
appreciation by;— 
1 Appointing him Hon, House 
Detective, 
2 Nominating him for mem-
ber^p to the Junior "G" 
Men's Club, 
3 Buying him a 2-way radio 
wrist watch, searchlight, 
shackles, etc. 
Yours, etc., 
WE RUN 'EM IN. 
P,S,: Other Colleges requir-
ing Stew's service should ring 
B 7464, as he is quite willing to 
extend his best. 
weeks time. On calling—no order 
could be found, so I re-ordered 
them. The experience was repeated 
six times; each time they accepted 
my order (for myself and fellow-
students) only to discover valuable 
weeks later they were still unheard 
of (even from the same girl at the 
bookstore). 
My advice is for anyone requiring 
books speedily and courteously Is to 
place an order with a city bookstore, 
P. BARR-DAVID 
and Fellow-Students, 
THEY'RE STILL At IT 
Nipt in the Bud 
Sir, 
6rishkln's criticisih, romantic in 
approach, is mere pathetic fallacy. 
She offers a self-analysis of hiar 
emotional.reactions,as tirue and ob-jective commentary, .on "Vicious 
Circle," attempting-to jBstablish sevr 
e;ral • general" prdposltro*h's ifom that 
single instance, although elsewhere 
it suits her. to deny the validityj of 
such procedure. The play's meta-
physical implication escapes her. 
Indeed, it is only by missing it she 
can hold the.positlon she does. 
Perhaps Grishkin would agree to 
Colour Conscious 
Dear Sir, 
I think the Union has made a 
mistake In haying the common 
rooms at St. Lucia painted the pre-
sent colour; now they look like any 
school or police station. 
The colour used for the under-
coat was much more suitable. I am 
sure ,no other University in Aus-
tralia has buildings quite that col-
our, especially the parts which were 
still wet when it rained. I suggest 
that if It is still available, a sample 
be sent to Lournay or Paul Duval or 
someone with the proposal that a 
face powder that shade be made and 
called University Pink. Tills would 
be certain to be a tremendous suc-
cess ^s the name is in keeping with 
the general public's idea of student 
political thought. 
Yours, etc., 
"THE PINK PAW." 
STAGNATION IN HIGHER 
PLACES 
Dear Sir, 
Now that the Union elections are 
at hand, I suppose that we may 
hope to see our student politicians 
at last. But may I draw the atten-
tion of the placid majority of stu-
dents who are continually sneered 
at in your "paper" for their apathy 
and sloth to the apathy and sloth 
of our present Council? It is a 
poor Union in which the ordinary 
members never hear or see their 
alleged representatives; but this Is 
the present Student Union state of 
affairs. The only occasion upon 
which I have seen any of our sup-
posedly energetic Council men was 
when the students petitioned for an 
area meeting at St, Lucia to at-
tempt to get reduced fares. This, 
the only occasion I ever saw them 
acting in an oflifial position, was 
caused by the rank-and-file of the 
Union, I do not think I am unfair 
when I hold that it is the Council's job to lead all movements which 
will further the students' interests. 
Again I think freshers should have 
at least some representation on the 
Council and I, along with many 
other freshers who feel likewise, 
would be pleased to see some sin-
cere and capable fresher standing 
as a candidate for one of the rnore 
important offices at this election. 
The more I think over the whole 
present set-up, the more convinced 
I am that our Union politicians are 
of one class and clique, and have 
lost touch with the feelings of the 
great majority of students. The 
solution lies in the infusion of new 
blood into our anaemic Council and 
I repeat that this will be.. best 
achieved if one of this year's fresh-
ei:s—provided he la a good type—Is 
elected to one of the important 
Union positions. 
I am, 
Yours faithfully, 
"Disgruntled Fresher'' 
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Book Bother 
I>ear Sir, 
For. the convenience of students a 
bookstore has been, set up at. the 
University. Student?, no doubt, 
hoped 'thls^ Y p^tild, speed -jip their 
acquisition, of .'neqfessary. bcHpks.'But, 
I'am airraid, this^ls hot thicasi?.. .,,'. 
!Before.fhrst term . stajrte'd, I ih-
quh-ed about certain..text books (all 
except,: one had been standard for 
some y^rs), and was told that they 
never had any stocks nor were they 
ever asked to . obtain . these. books 
(the lecturer concerned swears dif-
ferently).. I asked if they, would get 
them; they were delighted to oblige 
and told to call in tSuree or four 
I 
STUDENTS note; 
DSNIELL 
ART 
PLORIStS 
, specdolise in 
.,;C;okSAbE:S.FDRALL..:. 
• Ydiaft..FUNtTIONS,;'"' 
'Say It W^th Howers , . . 
Say It With Ours" 
DANIELL HOTEL BUILDINO... 
Chr. Adeit'alde & George Sireeis 
Fhobc: B62i'o 
XliWIlfll 
MORE ABOUT THE N.U,A,U,S, 
TEXTBOOK SCHEME 
fo "Semper" of June 6th, some mention -vras J^otde oi the 
new N.U.A.U.S. Textbook Scheme, under which books xaaY ^ ^ 
obtoined through N.tj,A.U.S. at considerably reduced p^^eS' 
rjrHE reductions range from 40% 
•*• on overseas books to 10% on 
Australian books. 
It is hoped that the scheme will 
begin in a tentative way at the end 
of this term so as to he In full swing 
next year. So the procedure is to 
Behind t h e Iron Curtain 
Miss Gloria Foley whose articles 
on Czechoslovakia have recently 
appeared Jn the "Courler-lMteill", 
will talk,.under the auspices of the 
International Relations Club, at the 
G.P. Hall, St. Lucia, on Monday, 
July 16th, 
place your orders fo^ te^t b^oks 
needed next year with yo^j. local 
N.U.A.U,S, Secretary, ^j-easurer, or 
Executive member. 
Pull details should be given con-
cerning title, publlsber, author, 
and Its price of the publication, 
edition and date. 
The N,tJ-A.U,S., who orders the 
books directly, gets a commission 
which Is not included in the price 
of the book. 
At last week's Union Council 
meeting It was agreed that 
N.U,A.U,S., ahd in particular, its 
president George Plttendrigh, be 
congratulated in their success in ar-
ranging this project which obtains 
books for students at near-cost 
price. 
Ex-Service 
Medical Students 
The Ex-Servicemen's Association 
requires funds for catering,,print-
ing and other expenses connected 
with the proposed unveiling cere-
mony of the Memorial Caiirn at the 
Medical School. 
Ex-servicemen of the Medical 
Faculty are requested to make a 
subscription of 2/6 each towards 
these expenses. 
Subscriptions may be given to:— 
Med. VI, Mr, J. Milne, Med. V, 
Mr, E. Pixley, Med IV, Mr, J, Dixon, 
Med. m , Mr, G. Burgess. Med, EC, 
Mr, T. Moore, 
E. STURGESS, 
Secretary. 
BEMEMBER SATURDAY. 
JULY 14th 
GRAND TENNIS SOCIAL 
ISupport a Worthy 
Cause 
^floiices " " a 
Bushwalking Club 
MEETING, WED., 18th JULY, 
1,45 p.m., Men's Common Roomt 
George Street. 
Business will ihcliide a talk on 
National Parks—their origin, history, 
purpose, etc., by Mr. A. Anderson, 
a National Parks Association of Qld. 
official. A good attendance is re-
quested please. Supper by the men. 
Stradbrolic island: 2ist-22nd July, 
competitive walk. 28th-29th July. 
Details this Issue. 
Annual General Meeting, 1st Au-
gust. Election, of Committee for 
1952. Have your nominations 
decided. 
Second Vac.: Third week of vac:— 
(a) Through walk along Main 
Range. 
(b) Base camp—Mt. Superbus, 
Wilson's Pk., Mt. Roberts, 
Oondamlne gorge area. 
JON. STEPHENSON, 
Hon. sec. U.Q. Bushwalking club. 
Phone; u 5055. 
To the Secretary, 
CITIZENS' MEMOBIAL 
FUND. 
c/o the moroidc p^owiijig or-
g a n of the Murdoch Press. 
Sur. 
Most ardently "Seraper 
Floreat" supports V^w drive 
^ for a memorial for o^ v^ortby 
I Lord Mayor, Alder^^an J. B-
' Chandler. 
W e app laud those eminent 
and solid ciUzehs fl<'cldng to 
sacrifice their mite to this 
this revered Servant of the) 
People w a s conceived most! 
4 »-«»«..••, 
! 
i cause, far more ut<3^*it than 
jl a n y mere Charity, 
I That cnr of CJreattjesS' 
j that a r o m a of Distinction h a s emphciticcdly "with the desire 
I cdways pervaded the atmo- in mind ihat such a fragrance 
sphere of the Lord Mayor ' s linger on, so that AldenE«an 
dealings vdth the stt»^ents of Chandler might eventually 
this University. And our sug- ^e^® «x the 
I gested statue ia h'^'^our of of sanctity. 
'highest" odour 
U,Q.D.S. 
Presents Eugene O'Nell's 
"ANNA CHRISTIE" 
Albert Hall, July I ' th and 18tb. 
INTER-FACULTY HOCKEY 
will be held 
SUNDAY, JULY 15th 
St. Lucia No. 2 Oval 
Organise Your Team Now! 
Make sm-e your Faculty is 
Represented. 
Don't let Lack of Experience 
Deter Yo«l 
Bring a Team . A Glass - a Luncii 
T. BELL, (Hon. Sec.). 
rn 
"B^ALLET-HOO" 
E>ear Sir, 
Shioe Brisbane is to have another 
season of Ballet for the.next few 
weeics, I feci bound to draw atten-
tion to the incongruities of a certain 
article that appeared In^the la^t 
issue of this worthy periodical. It 
would be too bad if some of our 
only-too-susceptible art-lovers were 
Influenced by the opinions of PJP,* 
on Ballet. His understandhig of ttiat 
art was pitifully lacking. 
Ballet, he said, "must tell a story, 
a story of passion, a story told by 
the contrast of the male dancer with 
the female dancer"—all of which 
sounds' Jllfe the.efl«rt qf-sqrqe hack 
Writer for a second rate .women's 
magazine. Ballet.'Jsjjot; suQh.a ,^e-: 
gr^ed boy-meets-ghl American 
orgy! Ballet aspires to the portrs^yal 
of universal emotions through the 
m ^ u m bf Vnusical :and'.bodily 
rmiun , and as an example of that, 
"doTiDborec" was a dlsthict success. 
It" went behind the shallow emo-
tlghs of our, Hoilywopdrhllnded: 
woVld to original emotions — the 
PR^Wn'of theTdtim and the whole 
m^tlfc 'sigiilfictaicif ol'thfe savage: 
ritlwa. ^*pof'ffirtK"er":dlflthi;gslo'n'-w: 
t ^ t important poteit I would refer 
P ^ . to the^'Ttftenf tliid rrfthd<i""df 
Sigminid'pi'eiitfr'taa'the VtSolden 
B ^ ^ " Of •<S:''J.'"¥razer; wherehe 
Sacre de Prlntenips" the niusic M^-IU 
be great enough to stand &i^^^'> but 
never should the dancing he so 
"dramatically intense" as ^^ "ob-
literate consciousness of Ifhe »iuslc.» 
If that happens the artistic "Glance 
of the work has been lost and it 
falls completely.-^Yours, 
" P L O R B S T A N . " 
GRAMOPHILES'GOOEY 
sir- ,pf 
Perhaps It is time a bouqi* '^^  Was 
presented to Mr. Muiiro i°^ the. 
grjimbphohe recitals for 1951- Why 
ctiri't iVe have more works s^^li as 
pfokOfieff's- "Alexander ijevaky? 
Never before have we • heard actual 
s'ouiids' 8b strikingly trahaated into; 
"thttsibal forftis! Never before nave 
'w '^" heard siich • a combinatioh of 
people crying but in the process oi 
being mufdeired, 'bulls bello'W'lhg,; 
dogs panting, and Sl& 6^ gangs «rag. 
glng their'Inevitable Chains, in such 
a small space :&iiB9 in sy'eh a- ?hort 
tifiitfas'laSt Thursday liuacb hour. 
Why! .The "^eaiism was so ^^ec-. 
tive,';that^siMtt'e''of the Mrei'^ae.x, 
{jnabife*' to -iacei' suchhijt^fe^ ,?:ny 
idhger. rethM' Wti^r'ithe sisooii;^  ,te-
cord. 
As Mr. Munro announced, soi'^ ^ of 
.Qie songs Vwere-Runy in .vj»«it8h 
and Latin". Pew people c°Md 
RUGBY UNION 
FOOTBALLER 
exMaenl , . 
noMtoe, for the drfwittttc.ln1»h5tftr 
o r the dancing la such that it„.^opi. 
pwteW-obliterates consciousness of 
thfe mu^lc..JJyeU Jfj&'.,:;-ii::th»t ••is' 
I t ,to .an abject faUure. m true BaV 
leti ihtirfe'aiuilJlibredsrrftJJhy shtfuld 
te eomnlementary. Q@;i9J}I.Qnf^ y!. %?; 
ta.'thecase of "Petroii8ka*\pr..;'Le, 
worn no .d<mbt.fln«-mote..8&IWJ,. . ' f ^ . ^ M ' S , ; a " a i i S ™ i S S 
—iPart of the aliaience who sta?' 
.,ji8u",thlB l5tiM>osed to be funpy or 
•flerlou3?-rEd.) 
wp uiiwjc -^RM ,x:*., , « , , . « - . — Mr. ja.-»JBro%i; ^ . 
» ; the "OnUiw" te not excellent; J5[ojjrrjetter re the N.U.A.'Dr.S tJOJk Bcfieme has been referred to *^o 
2».U:AVU JS; 3xefcuttve -for' cortiriJ*^t 
anjl,xeply-i.Jt„iia»,a4ot yet been ^^-
'turned by them,---pditor. 
preparing "Semper" Copy 
THIS 
IS 
THE SPACE 
WiflCH 
wduLb 
H A V E BEEN 
TO 
RUGBY UNION 
••• \ l f ' • 
T S E Y 
RAD^'SENT 
- IN 
. ' ^ ... 
CONTjiBOTION I 
WE 
B^nSVE 
TIjOSY-^T 
.Ei0T 
IN-.' 
S.CM. NOTICE 
Attention George Streetitcs 
ADDRESS BY MB- LINDSAY 
LOCKXEY 
Principal Congregational College 
on 
THURSDAY. I2tb JULY 
at the 
G.P. HALL, GEORGE STEEET 
at 1,10 p.nO' 
* * * 
N O T I C E 
ALL WOMEN STUDENTS 
are invited to an 
AFTERNOON TEA FOR 
PROMINENT BRISBANE 
WOMEN 
at the 
Lucia Dining Boom, Saturday, 
14th July, at 3 P-m, 
(Bus leaves King George Square 
at 2.30 p.m., returns at 4,45 pjh.) 
ik. sfe •te 
UNIVERSITY CATHOLIC BALL 
Friday, July 13th at Riverside 
Ballroom 
Tickets available: S t Leo's, 
Duchesne, Newman Society 
Alcove Plan", M. McCafferty {B94fl3) 
j l . 2|> ^ 
XNTEB-FACULTY SEftn-FINAlS 
7 p,m. George St., 6th July 
APF NEG 
Arts Med 
"That Democratic Ideals are 
Incompatible with 20th'Century 
Conditions!" 
7 p,m.. 13th July, George St. 
AFP NEG ' 
be 
Law JEng. 
"That Religious ideals Should 
Kept Out of politics." 
• J. R; TQLSON, 
Sec. U,Q.,pebating society. 
* * - • » . . 
ATTENTION .PNHl! 
ATTENTION ALL! l 
Combined- SCICHCC '«nd'f^gineerin; 
Display 
to be-had at 
f^OBGE JiX., 't^DNESpAY, 
U^H.JUI^Y: Z-rSpJU. 6^0—aSD pjB. 
'Facilities taking, part ta.^lsplay oA: 
Eiiglheeiring; Science;'DenjUshrr, 
Architecture; porrestry. 
pome along and be educated. 
••• » '". w ' . ,. • - . ... 
E.U^.3AMI DANCE 
at Victoria Iftirk 
SA*OftDAt.'Tir-3l5LX 
•A?^MX"SSlp"N:W-
Inviftiig one and alVtb"6bme to 
. ^.U.S., BARN, PAMC.&:' V, 
We Qhiriintefc '^vtui iiigtoeers i»ni 
•••• " • = > ' ' - V t ' « ' n ' » •'••'*""' 
GOWj^pOW-
DRESS'pBfRfti:;'rcdBOT' 
V. J..VALMAB.l^, 
']^'§pnveaM. 
-EQC 
-iNtjxrruBE 
WE 
WON'T 
• ' * ' : I F : ' 
J^HEV 
SHOW w o 
INTEftESt. 
HOCKEY 
ST-YM-IED 
The University Hockey Club is fast regaining its form of 
previous seasons—a form which can only be described by one 
word, "unpredictable". 
TP the members were racehorses 
-'• they would have been swabbed 
long ago. After a convincing win 
over Ashgrove the previous week, 
we expected to see them defeat 
Y,M,C.A,, but to put it mildly, they 
weren't in the race. 
The iirst quarter-hour was all in 
Varsity's favour, and it looked as 
though they would run out winners. 
The forwards couldn't do anything 
right, however, and as a result, a 
golden opportunity was lost to clinch 
t'ne game, 
Y,M. then began several penetra-
tive bursts, which were like feelers 
at first; but they soon developed 
into swift, sharp attacks, and their 
inside forwards left the Varsity de-
fence completely floundering, and 
three goals were scored in about 
live minutes. 
Hailey in goal was not at his best, 
and on his usual form should have 
saved at least two of these goals. 
Durhig the second half Varsity 
bucked up somewhat, but were still 
unable to score, althoug'h one ball 
did find the net, but the goal was 
disallowed. 
During this session Y.M, still kept 
our defence busy and added two 
more goals, making the final score 
Y,M,C.A, 5, University 0. 
It was a very disappointing show-
ing by Varsity. Nobody played really 
well. The game did serve to show, 
however, just how inadequate the 
defence of the halves and backs is 
to the short, snappy passing game 
exploited by Y.M.C.A,, and other 
leading clubs. 
I have never seen the Varsity de-
fence so much at sea as they were 
last Saturday. The forwards also fail 
to show to advantage when they run 
up against a really soUd defence. 
Their failure to follow up costs 
them goals. 
If they showed the tenacity of 
Reserve Grader Briggs, who is al-
ways on the ball, and has been re-
warded with several goals for his 
pains, t'ne A Grade goal average 
might rise again to respectable 
lunits. 
INTER-VARSITY SHOOTING 
On 23rd June, the U.Q.R.C. en-
tered a team for the Albert Memo-
rial Trophy Shoot—an annual event 
contested by all Australian and New 
Zealand universities, on their home 
ranges. The match is fired over 
300, 400, 500 and 600 yard ranges, 
ten shots at each range by each of 
the eight men in the team. 
Last year, in this match, Queens-
land gained second place, Sydney 
University being the winner. At 
Enoggera in 1951, the team scores 
were: At 300 yards, 353; at 400 yards, 
328; at 500 yards, 366; and at 600 
yards, 341; to make a total of 1388 
points out of a possible 1600, 
Details of individual scores 
learn members were:— 
Ken (the old wizard) Hohnke 
(Eng,) 
Bill L'Estrangc (Eng.) 
Les Perrin (Med.) 
Reg Pascoe (Vet.) 
George Beresford (Dent.) 
Murray Riches (Vet.) 
Alan Card (Dent.) 
D. Cooper (Med,) 
Ken Hohnke, besides top-scoring 
in the aggregate, top-scored at each 
individual range except 500 yards, 
where his 46 was beaten by D. 
Cooper with a 48 out of a possible 
50. "Magpie" 
for 
188 
179 
173 
172 
170 
170 
170 
166 
O BASKETBALL 
CHEETAHS' JINX 
As in the first round of the basketball prenviership. Knights, 
on Saturday night, once again beat Cheetahs by two points. 
Knights' form this season, inspired by Finucan's advanced 
mathematical brain, has exhibited simple harmoiuc motion in 
its purest practical application, to the delight of Tigers and the 
consternation of Cheetahs. 
•pOR Knights Karamacheff (19) 
•*- played brilliantly, while Finucan 
(9) did a fine job to keep Dart's 
score to the comparatively low value 
of 14, For Cheetahs, Dart was the 
top-scorer, while Watkins (12) 
U.Q. TABLE TENNIS 
CHAMPIONSHIPS 
This year the Tournament will be 
in two sections, the Handicap 
Singles will be played on Wednesday 
and Thursday Evenings, July llth 
and 12th. 
The Men's Open Singles and 
Doubles will he played one week 
later, on Wednesday and Thursday, 
July 18th and 19tfa. 
The winners of each of the above 
contests will be In the final. Entries 
may be placed on the Notice Board, 
or left by ringing LM4939. 
Signed, 
R. MACLENNAN. 
NOTE TO WOMEN'S HOCKEY 
Your contribution wag not accept-
ed for the following reasons:— 
Firstly, It was written in small 
script aftd was NOT double-spaced. 
Secvjndly, both sides of the paper 
were used. 
"Semper" staff is under no ob« 
ligation to read such contributions, 
Fhially. the fh:st side of the paper 
would have been printed as a con-
cession, but since the match de-
scribed was played on June 16th, it 
was BO much out of date as not to 
warrant inclusion in a "Semper" 
dated July 6th. 
"Semper" will be only too pleased 
to a c c e p t contributions from 
women's hockey, but please observe 
the normal and customary copy re-
gulatlona. 
Prtated toy coronation Prtotery, 683 
Wynnum Rd., Morrdngside, for the 
University of Queensland TJnion. 
played his best game of the season. 
The two teams ran neck-and-neck 
through most of the game, scores 
being 30-all with two minutes to go, 
when Karamacheff scored from di-
rectly under the basket with a 
seemingly gyroscopic ball. With 15 
seconds to go Dart secured the ball 
and went bounding down the side-
line to shoot from the comer. The 
ball, directed by the aforementioned jinx, hit the hoop and bounced out 
of the basket, giving Knights the 
victory by 32 to 30. The defence 
was good in both teams, Hlrschfelt 
and Herron being both especially 
worthy of mention. 
In the earlier game, Dodgers de-
feated Tigers by 48-24. Dodgers 
played much better than on their 
last effort a fortrdght ago, though 
they are still definitely not at the 
top of their form. Way did not 
warm up until the second halt, 
when he began putting the ball 
throug'h the basket with devastating 
regularity, to register a final total 
of 26 points. The main disruptive 
feature of Dodgers' play is still their 
lack of unity, which Is behig slowly 
remedied. 
Tigers, despite their defeat, play-
ed well, Ryan givhig a particularly 
fine display In the face of great 
dlfilcultles, these latter hehig 
mainly In the form of five la^e and 
intimidating men dressed in yellow. 
WEEK-END SPORTS TABLE 
Rugby Union: ' 
University 34, v. Easts 9. 
Hookey: 
A Grade—University 0, YMOA 5. 
Reserve—Uhlverslty 1, YMOA 3. 
B Senior—University 1, Valley 2. 
B2—University I, Qoorparoo 5. 
B3—University won on forfeit, 
Women's Hockey: 
A Grade: Lost 4-2. 
B Senior : Won 1-0. 
ANNUAL ELECTIONS - U. Q. Union 
• ELECTIONS: 
- Nominations are called for on Friday, 29th June, and close on 
Friday, 13th July. 
Postal voting papers will be sent to evening and external mem-
bers on Friday, 20th July. 
Polling will be conducted in all University areas between 9 a,m, 
and 5 p,m. on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, 24th, 25th, 26th 
July. 
Counting will be carried out and the results published in "Sem-
per Floreat" on 31st August, and ratified at the Annual General 
Cowicll Meeting on 7th September. 
• NOMINATIONS : 
All nominations shall be signed by three members of the Union 
and countersigned by the nominee, 
•fa) Prcsldcntiul nominees can be from any a r e a ^ faculty and 
nominated by any three members, 
(b) Vice-Presidents must be members of and nominated by 
students in the area for which they are elected and have 
the status for that position, 
te^ The Honorary Secretary shall be norhinated in the same 
manner as the President, 
^(d) Union Councillors shall be nominated by members of their 
own faculty or department. Each faculty and the depart-
ments of Physiotherapy shall have one representative for 
the first 100 and one more for each additional 150 students 
divided in the appropriate ratio of day to evening students, 
e AREAS: 
There are five Day Areas—St, Lucia, George St„ Herston, Tur-
bot St., and Yeerongpilly. 
There are two Evening Areas—St, Lucia and George St. 
St. Lucia Day Area includes Arts, Commerce, Law and Arts-
Law, 
St, Lucia Evening Area includes Arts, Law, Commerce and 
Physical Education, 
George Street Day Area Includes Agriculture, Architecture, 
Engineering, Forestry. Music, Science (Pure, Applied and 
Medical) and • Surveying. 
George Street Evening Area includes Arcldtecture, Engi-
neering and Science, 
Herston Day Area includes Medicine, Medical Science IV. 
and Physiotherapy, 
Turbot Street Day Area includes all Dental Students, 
Yeerongpilly Day Area includes all Veterinary Science Stu-
dents, 
The Agriculture students at Lawes shall have the forms posted, 
to them. 
• COUNCILLORS: 
Following are the current strengths of faculties, sho\^ing mem-
bership (day and evening), and number of councillors jallotted to 
each;— 
Agriculture aiid Forestry: 57 Day, 1 Evening, total 58.-fOouncillors, 
1 Day or Evening, i 
Architecture: 20 Day, 49 Evening, total 69.—Councillors.' 1 Day or 
Evening, • 
Arts: 164 Day, 274 Evening, total 438.--Councinors, 2 Day and 2 
Evening. i 
Commerce; 65 Day, 344 Evening, total 409.—Councillors,! 1 Day and 
3 Evening. : 
Dentistry: 191 Day, total 191—Councillors, 2 Day, J 
Education; 26 Day, 15 Evening, total 41,—Councillors 1 Day or 
Evening, 
Engineering and Surveying: 271 Day, 67 Evening, total 338.—Coun-
cillors, 2 Day, 1 Evening. 
Law: 23 Day, 28 Evening, total 51,—Cotmclllors, l Day or Evening. 
Medicine: 553 Day, total 553.—Councillors, 4 Day. 
Physical Educutlon: 46 Evening, total 46,—Councillor, 1 Eventog. 
Physiotherapy: 60 Day, total 60.—Councillor, 1 Day. 1 
Science: 228 Day, 240 Evening, total 466.—Councillors, '2 Day and 
2 Evening. 
Veterinary Science: 77 Day, total 77,—Councillors, 1 Day. 
NOMINATIONS are hereby called for the following positions: 
1—PRESIDENT, 
2—HON, SECRETARY. 
3—VICE-PRESIDENTS :— 
St. Lucia: Day 1, Evening i. 
George Street; Day 1, Evening 1. 
Herston: Day 1. 
Turbot Street: Day 1. 
Yeerongpilly; Day 1. 
4—UNION COUNCILLOBS;— 
Agriculture and Forestry, 1. 
Architecture, 1 (both day and evening students eligible). 
Engineering and Surveying, a Day, 1 Evening. 
Law, 1 (both day and eveniflg students eligible). 
Arts, 2 Day and 2 Evening. 
Commerce, i Day, 3 Evening. 
Dentistry, 2 Day. 
Education, 1 (both day and evening students eligible). 
Medicine, 4. 
Physical Education, I. 
Physiotherapy, 1.-
Science, fi Day and 2 Evening. 
Veterinary Science, 1. 
Nominations must be submitted in accordance witli the above-
mentioned regulations relathag to them and should be lodged in 
Union Office BEFORE 5 p.m., FRIDAY, 13th JULY, 1951, when 
nominations close. 
S. 0. HOCKING, Hon. Secretary. 
• University of (Queensland Union. 
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BOOKS INSTRUMENTS 
W. RAMSAY (SURGICAL) Pty. Ltd, 
278-278 WATEB STREET, VAIXEir 
Telephone L 4880 
Suppliers of Textbooks to UnivezsitleB Throughout 
Australia 
Your requirements met from Student Days to Professional 
D(3ys, in Books and. Ihshruments 
Delivery Free vithin the Brisbane Area 
REMEMBER t Bamsfty's for Conrteoos and Efficient Snviee 
